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polynorepinephrine epitope imprinting: the case study of soluble PD-L1 detection in serum by optical-
based sensing” by Francesca Torrini*, Giada Goletta, Pasquale Palladino, Simona Scarano* and Maria 
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readership because it proposes for the first time an effective imprinting LysLysLys(3K)-tag-based 
strategy to modify epitopes (short peptides), in order to synthesize molecularly imprinted polymers 
(MIPs) for the detection of biologically relevant analytes, that appear reluctant to polycatecholamines 
(pCAs), here focusing on polynorepinephrine. Firstly, we addressed this issue using a model system, 
constituted by a set of peptides/epitopes composed of three lysine (K) and six alanine (A) residues, 
rationally designed in terms of distance and relative position along the sequence among all the 
possible permutations. The choice of K as a possible trigger was first driven by the existing 
cooperative effect between catechol and lysine residues, or other amines, that are massively present 
in mussels’ foot proteins and in wet adhesive processes (Fisher et al., 2020; Li et al., 2017; Li et al., 
2020; Maier et al., 2015; Shin et al., 2020). The systematic study of the analytical performances in 
terms of imprinting and affinity binding of the peptides set ‘KA’ onto the relative MIPs was 
accomplished by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) spectroscopy. The unpredicted result is the 
evidence that only the N-terminal addition of the 3K-tag shows the ability to trigger the imprinting. 
Then, the “induced imprinting” strategy was embedded to investigate a real diagnostic case, soluble 
programmed cell death protein 1 ligand (PD-L1). PD-L1 is currently under consideration for clinical 
trials as a potential predictive and prognostic cancer biomarker in liquid biopsies for several solid 
cancers. In this context, we applied the strategy to PD-L1 templates, failing native epitopes for PNE 
imprinting, which allowed us to successfully generate MIPs for the direct detection of this emerging 
cancer biomarker. Successfully, the addition of the N-3K tag to these epitopes drastically evoked the 
ability to ‘force’ the imprinting of the recognition sequence on the polymer matrix, obtaining well-
functioning imprinted surfaces able to rebind also the native unmodified templates (without the tag), 
and the whole target protein both in buffer and human undiluted serum. The analytical performances 
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expands the applicability of MIPs, offering a better synthetic alternative to biological antibodies and 
receptors in bioassays. 
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Abstract  

Polycatecholamines (pCAs)-based molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) represent the new performing 

generation of biocompatible ligand/receptor mimetics. In this context, dealing with MIPs synthesis for bio-

macromolecules detection/extraction, one of the critical steps in ensuring effective binding affinity for the 

parent molecule is the selection of suitable epitopes for pCAs imprinting. To address this challenge, here we 

investigated the ability of lysine (K) residues to trigger the epitope imprinting process into a 

polynorepinephrine (PNE) matrix. To this aim, we first designed a set of model epitopes composed of three K 

and six alanine (A) residues to investigate the influence of each ‘KA’ combination on the imprinting process 

and the resulting binding performance by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). Only the case of three flanking 

K residues in N-terminus arose as an excellent trigger for epitope imprinting. The efficacy of the 3K-tag 

strategy was then evaluated on two peptide templates belonging to soluble programmed cell death protein 1 

ligand (PD-L1), which is of great interest as a cancer biomarker in liquid biopsies. These templates were 

selected due to their negligible natural ability to be imprinted into the PNE matrix and were modified with 3K-

tags, in N-, C-, and N/C- positions, respectively. The SPR sensor developed by exploiting the N-3K tag strategy 

allowed us to achieve excellent sensitivity (0.31 ± 0.04 ng mL-1) and repeatability (avCV% = 4.5) in human 

serum samples. This strategy opens new insights both for epitopes’ design for pCAs-based mimetics and as 

triggering tags when native epitopes display negligible imprinting capabilities.  
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Introduction 

Remarkable progress has recently been made in the preparation of imprinted polycatecholamines (pCAs)-

based polymers for biomolecular recognition, mainly polydopamine (PDA) and polynorepinephrine (PNE), 

mimicking antibodies’ natural binding (Baldoneschi et al., 2020; Battaglia et al., 2021; Palladino et al., 2018; 

Torrini et al., 2021; Yin et al., 2015). In particular, the use of short synthetic epitopes (10-15 amino acids) 

from the primary sequence of parent macromolecule as imprinting templates, allows obtaining selective pCAs-

based mimetics for the recognition of a wide variety of biomolecules, irrespective of their size and 

immunogenicity (Baldoneschi et al., 2020; Khumsap et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2012; Palladino et al., 2018). 

Dealing with immunogenic targets, one of the first choices in epitope selection is looking at the availability of 

antigenic sequence/s of the peptide/protein target for which monoclonal antibodies are available. This strategy 

could aid in selecting well-exposed regions of macromolecules, as suitable epitopes, for molecular imprinting. 

Nonetheless, from previous studies, we observed that antigen-based epitopes, although well-recognized by 

specific antibodies, sometimes may be not capable of efficiently imprinting pCAs i.e., do not create template’s 

corresponding cavities in the pCAs matrix (Baldoneschi et al., 2020; Palladino et al., 2018). This behavior may 

be ascribable to a scarce or absent affinity between the biopolymers (PDA or PNE) and the chemical features 

of the epitopes’ amino acid sequence (a/polarity, acidic/basic prevalence, aromaticity, etc.). Under these 

circumstances, to the best of our knowledge, the selection of proper epitopes for pCAs imprinting is based on 

a “try-and-error procedure” that consists in selecting alternative peptides’/proteins’ epitopes until effective 

imprinting is achieved. However, finding alternative epitopes is not always possible, and in general, this 

approach is not efficient, in terms of time and costs. Thus, there is the need to circumvent this bottleneck in 

epitope selection for pCAs-based MIPs to definitively widen their real applicability. Among the pCAs’ family, 

here we focused on the use of PNE for MIP synthesis, since our group has recently reported, for the first time, 

about its impressive superiority versus the most famous PDA when used in bioanalytical abiotic assays, both 

in biosensing and immune-like assays (Baldoneschi et al., 2020; Battaglia et al., 2021; Torrini et al., 2021; 

Torrini et al., 2022). In this scenario, for the first time, we designed an innovative and modular imprinting 

strategy to be applied when epitopes have no imprinting capability or affinity with PNE. Specifically, the study 

originated from the experimental observation that some epitopes selected for PNE-based MIPs (Baldoneschi 

et al., 2020; Palladino et al., 2018), although excellently recognized by monoclonal antibodies, are not able to 

positively interact with the monomer during polymerization to generate the mimetic receptor. This is likely 

due to an amino acid composition of the epitopes that do not display natural affinity toward the polymer leading 

to a non-imprinted polymer surface unable to selectively bind the target analyte. We decided to address this 

issue, using a model system, constituted by a set of peptides/epitopes (9 peptides, Scheme 1) composed of 

three lysine (K) and six alanine (A) residues, choosing a few representative permutations of K residues among 

all possible different relative positions and distances along the peptide. These gradual permutations are 

executed chiefly to study the effect of K itself on the epitopes’ imprinting process. The choice of K as a possible 

trigger was first driven by the existing cooperative effect between catechol and lysine residues, or other amines, 

that are massively present in mussels’ foot proteins and in wet adhesive processes (Fisher et al., 2020; Li et 
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al., 2017; Li et al., 2020; Maier et al., 2015; Shin et al., 2020). We supposed that the positively charged epsilon-

amino group of lysine could modulate the epitopes’ affinity for the pCAs, by driving electrostatic interactions 

with the negatively charged catecholamine structure (upon oxidation to the corresponding ortho-quinones), 

favoring the incorporation of the K-enriched peptide in the polymeric matrix, somehow recalling a ballast 

weight added to offset buoyancy. The systematic study of the analytical performances in terms of imprinting 

and affinity binding of the peptides set ‘KA’ (Fig. 1a) onto the relative MIPs was accomplished by Surface 

Plasmon Resonance (SPR) spectroscopy. The first results provide important information about the role of key 

amino acids, here K, as triggering tags for epitopes with a negligible affinity for PNE during MIP synthesis. 

Additionally, to demonstrate the transferability of the result observed to a real diagnostic case, programmed 

cell death protein 1 ligand (PD-L1) was investigated. PD-L1 is a glycoprotein constituted by 290-amino acid 

(Lawson et al., 2019), which is commonly overexpressed on tumor cells. It binds the PD-1 receptor, a 

transmembrane protein located mainly on T and B cell surfaces, with the primary function to evade the host 

immune system surveillance promoting tumorigenesis (Fessas et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2019; Tsoukalas et al., 

2019; Zhang et al., 2020). Besides, recent studies have also revealed that PD-L1 is present as a soluble form 

in blood samples, secreted or cleaved from positive cells, even if the exact role/provenience and the correlation 

to the membrane-bound PD-L1 are yet poorly disclosed (Zhu et al., 2017). Indeed, the circulating soluble PD-

L1 (sPD-L1) fraction is currently under consideration for clinical trials as a potential predictive and prognostic 

cancer biomarker in liquid biopsies for several solid cancers e.g., lung cancer (Cheng et al., 2022; Honrubia-

Peris et al., 2021), renal cell cancer (Mahoney et al., 2022), melanoma (Mahoney et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 

2017), hepatocellular carcinoma (Finkelmeier et al., 2016), gastric cancer (Imai et al., 2020), pancreatic cancer 

(Kruger et al., 2017), and primary central nervous system lymphoma (PCNSL) (Cho et al., 2020; Oh et al., 

2021). In this context, we selected two peptide sequences, designed respectively on the extracellular domain 

and on the full-length of PD-L1, that have shown negligible ability/affinity to PNE imprinting. The triggering 

effect associated with the presence of the 3K-tag was eventually explored on PD-L1 sequences, here 

representing a case study for further confirmation of the evidence achieved in the model study. Finally, the 

most promising mimetic receptor was embedded in the sensing platform (SPR) to directly quantify PD-L1 

both in buffer and in spiked human serum, covering the median human level of this emerging biomarker in 

putative real samples, according to Cho et al. (2020) (median pathologic level 0.429 ng mL-1, range: 0.324-

0.757 ng mL-1; median healthy level 0.364 ng mL-1, range: 0.329-0.390 ng mL-1).  

 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1 Chemicals and reagents 

L-norepinephrine hydrochloride (NE, ≧ 98.0%), tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride (Tris-HCl, 

≧ 99.0%), 4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), disodium hydrogen phosphate 

dihydrate, potassium chloride, sodium chloride, sodium dihydrogen phosphate, hydrochloric acid, acetic acid 
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(≧ 99.7%), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleate (Tween-20), lysine, L-

cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate, human serum albumin (HSA) and sterile-filtered human serum (from 

human male AB plasma) were all purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). 10K Amicon® Ultra 

centrifugal filter units were obtained from Millipore Corp. (Bedford, MA, USA). All the peptide sequences 

with a HPLC purity above 95.0% here listed: PEP1-7 reported in Fig. 1a; pd-l1ex (MW = 1181.39 g mol-1), C-

3K pd-l1ex (MW = 1566.89 g mol-1), N-3K pd-l1ex (MW = 1565.91 g mol-1), NC-3K pd-l1ex, (MW = 1951.41 

g mol-1), pd-l1in (MW = 1315.39 g mol-1), C-3K pd-l1in (MW = 1699.91 g mol-1), N-3K pd-l1in (MW = 1699.91 

g mol-1), NC-3K pd-l1in (MW = 2084.43 g mol-1) sequences reported in Fig. 4a, and human PD-L1 (Phe19-

Thr239 residues plus a C-terminal His-tag, MW ~ 31-35 kDa. UniProtKB Accession # Q9NZQ7-1) were 

provided by GenScript (Leiden, Netherlands). Ultrapure Milli-QTM water (R ≧ 18.2 MΩ • cm) was used to 

prepare all the buffer solutions. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS composition: 140 mM NaCl, 2.68 mM KCl, 

3.56 mM NaH2PO4, 6.44 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.4) and PBS pH = 7.8 plus 0.05% SDS were used as dilution and 

running buffer respectively during the peptides (‘AK’ set, all pd-l1ex and pd-l1in sequences) and PD-L1 SPR 

analyses. Buffered solutions were filtered through a microporous filter (0.22 µm). All chemicals used were of 

analytical grade. Gold sensor chips were obtained from Cytivia Sweden AB (Uppsala). SPR measurements 

were all carried out by using Biacore X-100 instrumentation (Cytivia Sweden AB, Uppsala). 

 

2.2 Preparation of PNE-based MIPs  

PNE-based MIPs (template = 400 µmol L-1) were directly synthesized on the sensor chips following a 

previously published well-assessed procedure (Torrini et al., 2021). All the polymeric surfaces were passivated 

with a solution constituted by 1 mM lysine, 1 mM L-cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate, and 1 mM 

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride at 25 °C (for measurements in buffer solution), or with a 1 

mM 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA), and 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) in a water/ethanol solution 

(80:20, v/v) (for measurements in human serum). A washing step with acetic acid (5 % v/v) and deionized 

water was used to remove the template from the binding cavities of MIPs. Non-imprinted polymers (NIPs) 

were prepared following the same experimental procedure for MIPs, without template addition.  

 

2.3 SPR interaction analysis of the ‘KA’ peptides with MIPsKA 

PEP 1-7 (Fig. 1a) binding capacities versus the relative MIP1-7 surfaces were evaluated by performing single-

cycle kinetic (SCK) analyses (flow rate: 5.00 µL min-1, T = 25.0 ± 0.5 °C), consisting of five sequential 

injections of increasing target concentrations over the receptor surface, bypassing the regeneration step among 

different measurement cycles. The peptides were diluted in PBS pH 7.4 in a concentration range spanning 

from 3.5 µmol L-1 to 60 µmol L-1 and were injected over the MIP surface for 120 s each, followed by a 30 s 

dissociation phase with the running buffer. After each measuring cycle, the MIP binding cavities were 

regenerated by injecting short (24 s) pulses of 20 mM HCl. Data processing was carried out with Origin 2021b 

using a one-site binding fitting model. The equation applied to generate the affinity calibration curves was RU 
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= (Rmax 𝗑 [Peptide])/(KD + [Peptide]), where Rmax is the maximum response (RU), and the KD is the Peptide-

MIP equilibrium dissociation constant. Considering the larger response reported in Fig. 1 for PEP 1-4 than for 

PEP 5-7, the imprinting factor (IF), calculated as MIP/NIP signal ratio (Fig. 2), was estimated only for MIP1-4 

surfaces by injecting the corresponding template peptide at a fixed concentration (15.00 µmol L-1, injections 

of 120 s in manual run mode) on both the relative MIP and a reference NIP surface. The MIPs1-4 selectivity 

towards the specific target analyte was evaluated by cross-testing all the other ‘KA’ peptides on MIPs1-4 

surfaces (Fig. 3). 

 

2.4 Epitope selection and PD-L1 detection in buffer 

Two peptide sequences belonging to PD-L1 were selected respectively in the extracellular domain and in the 

cytoplasmatic domain (31-residue) from the full-length human PD-L1 (UniprotKB – Q9NZQ7) as templates 

for PNE epitope imprinting, hereafter referred to as pd-l1ex and pd-l1in, respectively (Fig. 4a). Specifically, pd-

l1ex (19FTVTVPKDLY28-NH2) was selected in the N-terminal domain. pd-l1in (280KKQSDTHLEET290) was 

selected in the C-terminus domain by exploiting epitope mapping information on existing mAbs for laboratory 

use, as reported by Lawson et al. (2020), and matches (partly or fully) natural epitopes specifically recognized 

by rabbit mAbs (VENTANA PD-L1 - SP263 and SP142 clones’ epitope: 284DTHLEET290; PD-L1 XP® 

E1L3N® clone’s epitope: 280KKQSDTHLEET290) (Lawson et al., 2020; Smith, 2016). Moreover, additional 

peptides modified with the three lysine (K) -tag were designed and acquired: C-3K pd-l1ex/pd-l1in, N-3K pd-

l1ex/pd-l1in, NC-6K pd-l1ex/pd-l1in. All the peptides were calibrated in the binding buffer on the relative MIP 

within 0.094-15 µmol L-1 by setting the same analysis method of ‘KA’ peptides (Paragraph 2.3). PD-L1 whole 

protein was tested in buffer within 0.25 and 10 µg L-1 on the selected MIPpd-l1ex (contact time of 120 s for 

each injection); after each sample measurement, the MIP surface was regenerated with a single-shot injection 

(contact time: 24 s) of 10 mM glycine pH 1.5. The selectivity of the MIP was tested against HSA (320 mol L-

1, injection of 120 s, flow rate: 5.00 µL min-1), the most abundant protein in human serum (Fanali et al., 2012). 

 

2.5 PD-L1 detection in human serum by SPR 

Human serum samples were reinforced with PD-L1 and then cleaned up using 10K Amicon centrifugal devices 

(14,000 � g for 15 min). For signal amplification in the lower ng mL-1 concentration range, the SPR protocol 

was optimized as follows: contact time of 1200 s; PD-L1 accumulation was performed by three sequential 

injections of 400 s each. The analytical parameters, namely limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantitation 

(LOQ), were established both in buffer and human serum using the following equation LOD = 3σ � KD/Rmax 

and LOQ = 10σ � KD/Rmax, where sigma (σ) is the standard deviation of the mean signal of the blank solution. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 3K- tag effect on PNE-MIP performances 
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In the first part of the study, we addressed the systematic study of the K residues’ influence on a model set of 

peptides ‘KA’ in triggering the PNE imprinting process via SPR. We investigated the specific K effect on such 

peptide imprinting and interaction by changing the position and the spacing among K residues (Fig. 1a), which 

appear virtually moved towards the N- or C-terminus to finally create an ending 3K-tag (PEP 4 and 7, 

respectively). Each peptide was firstly used to imprint the relative PNE-based MIP, then the affinity binding 

characteristics, for each MIP-template combination, were evaluated by single-cycle kinetic (SCK) method 

available on Biacore X-100 control software. As reported in Figs. 1b-c, starting from the calibration of PEP-1 

(KA3KA3K, black line), with a balanced distribution of the three K, the behavior of all the other peptides is 

grouped in two well-distinguished trends in terms of imprinting/binding capacity: the blue one (PEPs 2-3-4) 

and the red one (PEPs 5-6-7). This suggests a clear positive correlation with a K triggering effect on MIPs’ 

binding performances, moving from PEP-1, in which K are equidistributed, up to PEPs 2-4, which have K 

grouped at the N-terminus. Indeed, we observed that the K residues are able to strongly and positively influence 

the imprinting process (as also demonstrated by the equilibrium dissociation constant KD reported in Table 

S1), confirming the absolute propensity of the PNE polymer in incorporating K residues. Conversely, when 

the K residues are grouped at the C-terminus (PEPs 5-7), a negative effect on the MIPs’ binding performances 

is observed. Such results, unexpectedly, indicate that the 3K-tag is able to trigger the imprinting process only 

if located at the N-terminal region of the peptide. For this reason, taking into account the above considerations, 

we focused on PEPs 1-4 for further investigation. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Peptide sequences set ‘KA’. PEP-1 (KA3KA3K), PEP-2 (KA2KA2KA2), PEP-3 (KAKAKA4), PEP-

4 (K3A6), PEP-5 (A2KA2KA2K), PEP-6 (A4KAKAK), PEP-7 (A6K3). (b) Affinity calibration curves and (c) 

binding sensorgrams by single-cycle kinetic (SCK) analysis performed on MIPs1-7 by testing the PEPs 1-7 

within the concentration range 3.5-60 µmol L-1. The calibration curves were obtained by plotting the binding 

level against the peptide concentrations tested and were fitted with a one-site binding model to extrapolate the 

KD values and Rmax (Table S1). 

 

3.2 Selectivity of the MIPs 

The success of the imprinting process was assessed in terms of imprinting factor and selectivity. Mimetic 

receptors imprinted with PEPs 1-4, respectively, were evaluated by comparing binding SPR signals of PEPs 

1-4 against those obtained on control non-imprinted polymers (NIPs). The efficiency of MIPs1-4 over the NIP 

was expressed as imprinting factors (IF = MIPSPR signals/NIPSPRsignals). The results displayed in Fig. 2 highlight 
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the effectiveness of the imprinting process, all the MIPs show a significant binding toward the relative target, 

MIP3 and MIP4 exhibited also very good repeatability. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison of PEPs 1-4 SPR responses on MIPs and NIP surfaces. All the peptides were tested, on 

both surfaces, at a fixed concentration of 15 µmol L-1. The bar chart indicates RUmean ± SD recorded in triplicate 

for each peptide on the corresponding mimetic receptor. 

 

Moreover, the cross-reactivity of PEPs 1-4 for all the other non-corresponding MIPs was also assessed (Fig. 

3). All the peptides/templates (PEPs 1-4) tested are differentiated only for the arrangement of the amino acids 

‘AK’ (Fig. 1a), thus preserving their number (3 and 6, respectively), molecular weight, net charge, and 

isoelectric point. The selectivity of each MIP for its target is significant for MIP4, somehow indicating that the 

imprinting of PEP-4, bearing three K residues at N-terminus (N-3K), confers to the recognition cavities the 

shape and the ability to discriminate PEP-4 sequence among all the other peptide sequences tested, in which 

the 3K residues are “scrambled” along the sequence. This very encouraging evidence supports further 

investigation of this effect on a biologically relevant model system. Thus, this epitope imprinting strategy was 

applied to the glycoprotein PD-L1. 
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Fig. 3 Cross-reactivity binding of PEPs 1-4 tested on MIPs1-4. The template/target peptide for each MIP is 

marked with an asterisk.  

 

3.3 3K-tag driven epitope imprinting strategy for PD-L1 detection  

The applicability of the 3K-tag, which has displayed a positively triggering effect on MIP synthesis when 

located in the N-terminal domain of the ‘KA’ model peptide, was expanded to study a real case.  

Thus, we moved from our model system to a real biomarker of interest in clinical diagnostic, PD-L1. Two 

peptide sequences belonging to the full-length human PD-L1 were preliminarily selected for PD-L1 detection.  

This is the case of the C-terminus undecapeptide (280KKQSDTHLEET290, pd-l1in) that, albeit selected on a 

recognition site for mAbs, displays negligible PNE-imprinting/binding ability as shown by SPR measurements 

(Fig. 4 and Table S2). The same problem was faced when the epitope was selected in the N-terminal domain 

(19FTVTVPKDLY28-NH2, pd-l1ex), a well-exposed portion of the full-length human PD-L1 (Figs. 4b-c and 

Table S2). Therefore, the epitopes pd-l1ex/pd-l1in underwent modifications with the 3K-tag at the N- and/or C-

terminus (sequences in Fig. 4a) and were used to synthesize PNE-based MIPs.  
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Fig. 4 (a) Epitopes’ sequences: pd-l1ex/ pd-l1in, C-3K pd-l1ex/ pd-l1in, N-3K pd-l1ex/ pd-l1in, NC-3K pd-l1ex/ 

pd-l1in. (b) Dose-response curves and (c) representative sensorgrams for all the peptides over their respective 

MIPs. SPR responses (RU), obtained by single-cycle kinetic (SCK) method with increasing peptide 

concentrations ranging from 0.94 to 15 µmol L-1, were expressed as normalized values (RU/MW) (see material 

and method) after blank subtraction. Each point is representative of three replicates (RUmean ± SD).  

 

The binding affinities were tested by SPR (Figs. 4b and S1a) and all the signals (RU) recorded were normalized 

with respect to the molecular weight (MW) of the unmodified targets [RU/MW] to take into account the MW 

increase in weight induced by the 3K/6K tags. Once again, a high binding was observed when the 3K-tag is 

added at the N-terminus, or in combination with a second 3K at the C-terminus (NC-6K), which seems to 

promote a synergistic effect corresponding to a further affinity increase (KD value, Table S2). No appreciable 
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binding occurs when the 3K, alone, is added at the C-terminus (C-3K), confirming the evidence that arose 

from the model peptide PEP-7. Although the apparent cooperative effect of the NC-6K-tag is of great interest 

and deserves further studies, here we focused on the key role of the single N-3K-tag.  

Actually, our primary goal is first to trigger the epitopes’ imprinting during PNE polymerization, then to obtain 

the successful recognition of the non-modified real target, which does not naturally contain the 3K-tag. Thus, 

once obtained several PNE-based MIPs (Fig. 4a), these were tested in their ability to bind first the unmodified 

peptides (without the 3K-tags) and then the native PD-L1 whole molecule. Accordingly, to prove the real 

benefit of the N-3K-tag in the pd-l1ex/pd-l1in epitope imprinting process, we tested the ability of the native 

unmodified peptides (pd-l1ex/pd-l1in,) to bind the different MIPs (MIPpd-l1ex/pd-l1in, C-3K MIPpd-l1ex/pd-l1in, and 

N-3K MIPpd-l1ex/pd-l1in), imprinted with the corresponding peptides/templates modified with K-tags (Fig. 4a). 

This is a key prerequisite for a real application of this strategy to native proteins, which do not carry targeted 

modifications. Successfully, the SPR responses for the native target analytes impressively increase by moving 

from MIPpd-l1ex/pd-l1in (no binding, black bar) to N-3K MIPpd-l1ex/pd-l1in (highest binding, red bar) (Fig. 5a; 

Fig. S2 shows that similar results are obtained also for MIPpd-l1in). The presence of the 3K-tag at the N-terminal 

allows the imprinting and the rebinding of the epitopes, which instead were unable to imprint/rebind the 

polymer without such triplet, corroborating the evidence obtained with the set of ‘AK’ peptides. To go ahead 

with the detection of PD-L1 whole protein, the mimetic receptor was imprinted using only pd-l1ex as epitope, 

since the commercially available protein includes only the extracellular domain (Phe19-Thr239 residues). A 

positive trend was observed, moving from MIPpd-l1ex to N-3K MIPpd-l1ex by testing both the pd-l1ex peptide 

(Fig. 5a) and the PD-L1 whole protein (Fig. 5b) is reported. These findings demonstrate that the insertion of 

the N-3K-tag along the pd-l1ex sequence plays a crucial role, not only by increasing the affinity of the selected 

imprinting epitope but also, more importantly, by eliciting an effective recognition of the PD-L1 protein. The 

large difference between the signal values observed for the pd-l1ex (Fig. 5a) and PD-L1 (Fig. 5b) binding to 

the relative MIPs is mainly determined by the large difference between their molecular weights (pd-l1ex: 

1181.39 Da; PD-L1: ~ 31 kDa), since SPR is an optical technique sensitive to refractive index (RI) changes 

and here the higher MW of the analytes induces bigger RI changes at the MIP surface. For each native target 

analyte (pd-l1ex and PD-L1), the relative signal variation (ΔRU) achieved using modified epitopes template 

(N-3K and C-3K) with respect to unmodified ones (expressed as ratio |
𝑅𝑈𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑅𝑈𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
|, was estimated 

(ΔRUC-3K(pd-l1ex) = 0.6, ΔRUC-3K(pd-l1ex) = 2; ΔRUC-3K(PD-L1) = 0.09, ΔRUN-3K(PD-L1)= 143).  
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Fig. 5 SPR responses (RUmean ± SD) recorded for the binding interactions between (a) pd-l1ex peptide (15 

µmol L-1) or (b) the whole macromolecule PD-L1 (3 µg mL-1, 97 nmol L-1) and the MIPs imprinted with three 

different epitopes (Fig. 4a: pd-l1ex, C-3K pd-l1ex, and N-3K pd-l1ex). 

 

3.4 Direct PD-L1 detection in buffer and human serum 

Finally, the PNE-based MIP imprinted with the N-3K pd-l1ex template (Fig. 6a) was used to develop a direct 

and quantitative SPR assay for the detection of the soluble fraction of PD-L1, glycoprotein of interest in clinical 

diagnostic, firstly in buffer and then in human serum samples (Figs. S3 and 6b). The measurements in buffer 

were performed by injecting different PD-L1 concentrations (contact time      120 s at 5 µL min-1), giving well-

measurable signals within the investigated concentration interval (0.25-10 µg mL-1). The sensor displayed 

excellent repeatability (avCV% = 2.6%), achieving a limit of detection (LOD) and quantification (LOQ) of 4.2 

± 0.4 ng mL-1 and 14.0 ± 1.2 ng mL-1, respectively. The MIP-based sensor displayed a dynamic range up to 10 
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µg mL-1 PD-L1, with a linear range from 0.25 to 1.0 µg mL-1. Data in Fig.S3 were fitted with a one-site binding 

model (Paragraph 2.3), estimating the parameters KD = 2.5 ± 0.22 µg mL-1 and Rmax= 273 ± 10 µg mL-1 (R2 = 

0.992). 

 

 

Fig. 6 (a) Scheme of the epitope imprinting process for PD-L1 detection. (b) Direct MIP-based assay for PD-

L1 detection in spiked human serum samples (6.0-50 ng mL-1). Each point is representative of three 

measurements (RUmean ± SD). The SPR signal of the blank was subtracted from each measurement. 

 

The selectivity of the PD-L1 sensor was first assessed by comparing the response against the major potential 

interfering analyte (blood concentration level 50 g L-1), i.e., human serum albumin (HSA). As reported in Fig. 

S4, a negligible non-specific response was recorded, compared to PD-L1 binding onto the N-3K MIPpd-l1ex at 
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the same concentration (320 nmol L-1). These results confirm the excellent selectivity of the N-3K MIPpd-l1ex 

previously observed with the ‘KA’ peptides (Fig. 3). The SPR direct assay was also performed in human serum 

spiked with known soluble PD-L1 concentrations (6.0-50 ng mL-1) for its detection in real-time. At this stage, 

we decided to introduce a simple and fast clean-up process to guarantee the absence of any non-specific signal 

(see material and methods). Then, serum samples were injected over the sensor by using an optimized binding 

protocol involving a prolonged incubation (400 s at a flow rate of 5 µL min-1) and a sample accumulation step 

on the surface to improve the sensitivity of the assay in the real matrix (see material and methods). Fig. 6b 

displays the SPR signals recorded against PD-L1 concentrations (ng mL-1). The calculated LOD and LOQ 

resulted equal to 0.31 ± 0.04 ng mL-1 and 1.08 ± 0.14 ng mL-1, respectively, and were determined by 3σ and 

10σ interpolation in the curve (one-site binding model fitting, R2 = 0.997), together with good repeatability 

(avCV% = 4.5%). The sensitivity achieved by the direct detection of PD-L1 in human serum via a MIP-based 

sensing platform is in line with the clinical reference values reported by Cho et al. (2020).  

 

Conclusions 

In this study, we have developed an extremely effective strategy to modify epitopes in order to synthesize 

molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) for the detection of biologically relevant analytes and to overcome the 

difficulties encountered with imprinting aa-based templates (epitopes) that appear reluctant to pCAs-based 

imprinting, here polynorepinephrine (PNE), failing to generate a selective binding polymer. The investigation 

of ‘KA’ model peptides, consisting of 6A and 3K, rationally designed in terms of distance and relative position 

along the sequence among all the possible permutations, allowed us to identify and select an extremely active 

3K sequence in triggering the template imprinting and subsequent epitope recognition also without any 

modification, as naturally occurring. The unpredicted result is the evidence that only the N-terminal addition 

of the 3K-tag shows the ability to elicit the imprinting. This finding is, alone, of great interest and deserves 

further investigation to confirm a natural propensity of PNE in imprinting the amino acid templates following 

the N to C direction. If extended to any peptide sequence, this key feature surely will open new exciting 

scenarios in the field of CAs-based MIPs (e.g., by comparing this behavior on PDA) for biomolecules 

detection/extraction. Not least, the investigation of other amino acid tags and their effects on CAs-based and 

other soft biopolymers is a horizon that inspires us and is now extremely necessary to go deeper in describing 

these intriguing materials for bio-detection. In a real diagnostic case, the “induced imprinting” strategy applied 

to PD-L1 templates, failing native epitopes for PNE imprinting, which allowed us to successfully generate 

MIPs for the direct detection of this emerging cancer biomarker. Successfully, the addition of the N-3K tag to 

these epitopes drastically evoked the ability to ‘force’ the imprinting of the recognition sequence on the 

polymer matrix, obtaining well-functioning imprinted surfaces able to rebind also the unmodified templates 

(without the tag), and the whole target protein both in buffer and serum. The analytical performances resulted 

in line with the clinical reference values, otherwise impossible by using pCAs-based MIPs produced with no 

modified epitopes. The apparent general utility of this simple and new method expands the applicability of 

MIPs, offering a better synthetic alternative to biological antibodies and receptors in bioassays. 
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